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K-12 Schools
Technology Solutions
Like so many precocious Trojan Horses,
students today are bringing change into their
schools with the growing assortment of smart
phones, tablets, watches and other digital
devices they tuck in their back pockets and
book bags.
Overview

K-12 IT Priorities
1.

Personalized Learning

2.

Digital Content &
Curriculum

3.

Professional
Development

4.

Online Testing

5.

Mobility, and Common
Core/ State Standards

6.

Networking
Infrastructure Upgrades

7.

Cybersecurity and Data
Security Tools

8.

Student Data Privacy

9.

Data Management/
Analytics

10. Cybersecurity Policy
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As the list of K-12 IT priorities on this page shows, the transition from the
traditional, analog classroom to a fully digital educational environment
brings many new challenges. Innovative use of technology, at the same time,
provides a tremendous opportunity to connect with students and help them
learn on a one-to-one basis.
The Logicalis GovEd Practice draws on the combined skills and experience
of our entire organization to help schools use technology to enhance
and protect the learning experience in a way that is both innovative and
manageable. We have the right tools, the right vendor partners and the right
people to help your school system get top grades in the mandatory course in
the digital transformation of the educational experience.

Our Solutions

Personalized Learning
Logicalis works with school systems
across the country to design
technology systems to provide
an educational experience that is
tailored to each individual student.
But just as all students are different,
so are all school systems. You may
have already implemented some
version of a flipped classroom, or
blended learning environment. With
our personalized approach we assess
your current needs and design a
technology roadmap to reach your
educational vision for your school
system.

Professional Development
Logicalis helps schools provide
the same technology- assisted
benefits of personalized learning
to teachers who become students
to meet professional development
requirements. We assess current
professional development
requirements and help with digitized
educational modules that teachers
can access on the school’s server
from any device, anywhere any time.
There is no better way to understand
education’s digital transformation
than to participate in it as a student
as well as a teacher.

“We relied very heavily on
the expertise of Logicalis and
without their experience in
network design and facilities
construction we would have
made many of the mistakes
some schools are making
today.”
Betty Olivier, Technology Director
Wilson School District

Logicalis GovEd
Procurement Contracts
We understand that you need
to comply with regional
procurement policies when you
acquire technology solutions.
Our procurement contract
specialists ensure that we have
a contract position that enables
us to participate in as many
contract vehicles as possible in
each state, including:

xx
xx

State Contracts
Direct Manufacturer
Contracts

xx

Consortium Contracts
(like NASPO-Value Point)

xx

E-Rate Contracts

What we can do for your
organization?
Contact Logicalis to learn
how we can help.
Visit
www.us.logicalis.com
Call
866 456 4422

Mobility and Security
With every student bringing as many
as four digital devices to school,
administrators are facing network
and wireless bandwidth demands
that rival major corporations. We help
schools determine their bandwidth
requirements and develop systems
to confirm identities, segregate
traffic, manage app use and mitigate
congestion.
Digital Classroom
Students who arrive in class with 21st
century multimedia technology in
their back pockets are generally not
impressed when the teacher turns on
the distinctly 20th century overhead
LCD projector. Logicalis helps schools
provide a state-of-the art multimedia
experience that teachers can operate
with the flip of a switch. Teachers are
also able to get real time feedback
from the laptops and tablets students
are using at their desks and can
respond proactively when a student is
struggling. The technology is available
today to digitize everything that has
previously been done manually in the
classroom. We help teachers make
the classroom as smart…or a little
smarter…than their students’ devices.

Physical Security
Digital security systems that are
centrally managed and dispersed
strategically throughout the school
campus are an urgent priority in all
schools today. Logicalis helps schools
provide physical security three ways:
1.

Video surveillance — Digital video
systems provide unblinking, realtime visual access to your entire
campus.

2.

Access control — Centrally
managed electronic door locks
and card badge readers ensure
that only the right people have
access to your school.

3.

Emergency notification — When
triggered by an authorized official,
emergency notification systems
can instantly push approved
messaging to every IP phone
and digital display in the school
as well as to local police and
parents. Follow up messages keep
everyone informed.

Why Logicalis
Expertise and Experience
Logicalis has hundreds of active customers in education and government
across the U.S. We understand the unique challenges of working in the
public sector and bring our understanding of the entire IT infrastructure from
mobile device to cloud computing to help customers like you accomplish
your priorities. Whether you want to enhance personalized learning in the
classroom or implement digitization in the courthouse, we have experience
delivering results that will exceed your expectations, not your budget.
Consultative Approach
Our approach is always consultative. We listen. Before we say anything
about technology, we take the time to understand your unique situation,
your challenges, your goals, your people, your vision. We don’t just sell
you technology. We help you assess, design, build and manage solutions
that express your objectives. Our customer retention and high ranking on
independent customer satisfaction surveys reflects our commitment to our
customers’ success.

